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"Me, Demoness Ji, and Xiaoyao ascended together 20,000 years ago. Although the others entered

the Martial Emperor realm, they chose not to ascend."

Lin Xuanji continued, "However, after ascending to the Greater Thousand Worlds, the three of us

split up. I descended in the southwest while the other two went missing."

Su Zimo nodded to himself.

Xiaoyao's bloodline had reverted and there was a high chance that he was taken away by the Yin

Yang Sacred Ground.

As for Demoness Ji, he did not know where she was.

Lin Xuanji continued, "Most of the people here are humans and they are rather friendly to me.

Hence, I wandered around and told stories while asking about the Greater Thousand Worlds."

"A few years ago, I even heard about your battle at the Ancestral Fire Sacred Ground. Later on, I

heard that you became the Master of Chaos. I wanted to look for you in the southeast after my

cultivation improved."

At that point, Lin Xuanji sighed. "My cultivation realm has been widened by you once more."

At this moment, Lin Xuanji had yet to manifest his Dao and was only at the perfected Martial

Emperor realm.

To be fair, his cultivation speed was not slow. However, compared to Su Zimo, he was slightly

inferior.

All these years, Su Zimo stayed at the foot of Xuan Pin Mountain every day with Die Yue and did

not have the heart to cultivate. As such, he did not make any breakthroughs in his cultivation realm

and was still at the perfected Dao Comprehension realm.

Of course, there was a huge gap between the Dao Comprehension realm and the Dao

Manipulation realm.

Without special opportunities or opportunities, it was difficult to make breakthroughs.

Lin Xuanji rubbed his chin. "I've been telling stories near Xuan Pin Mountain all these years. I heard

that there is a mountain elder here who is proficient in all Daos. If I can get some pointers from him,

my cultivation realm might improve by leaps and bounds."

Die Yue said, "That's great. I'll bring you guys to meet the mountain elder."

Although Su Zimo had stayed at Xuan Pin Mountain for 30,000 years, he had never met the

mountain elder.

The three of them arrived at a straw hut at the foot of the mountain and saw a white-haired old man

sitting on a rocking chair. He had a relaxed expression and was holding a tattered book in his

hands.

Sensing their arrival, the white-robed old man placed the tattered book in his hands aside and

nodded at the three of them with a smile.

However, the white-robed old man's eyes were drooping and he had a bitter expression. Even

though he was smiling, he looked miserable.

"Mountain elder."

The three of them bowed at the same time.

Su Zimo was curious about this mountain elder.

For the Evil Lord to send Die Yue's reincarnation all the way here, he must have trusted the

Mountain Elder enough.

He wondered what was the relationship between the Mountain Elder and the Evil Lord.

"Senior, I've encountered a bottleneck in my Great Change Dao."

Lin Xuanji chuckled. "I've heard that you're a knowledgeable old man who knows a myriad of Daos

and even saints can't compare to you. I wonder if you could give me some pointers?"

No matter what, Lin Xuanji was the first to compliment him.

Mountain Elder said, "The number of Dayan is fifty, and forty-nine are used. If you want to

condense the Dao of Dayan, you have to find the Elusive One."

"Where should I go to find the Escaped One?"

Lin Xuanji replied, "The Great Dao is formless and ethereal. It's not like mystical skills that can be

touched and seen everywhere."

"Otherwise."

The mountain elder shook his head and said, "Although the Great Dao is formless, it is

everywhere."

"The Great Dao is everywhere?"

Lin Xuanji was a little confused and asked, "Why do you say that? Why can't I see it? Don't make it

sound so mysterious. You have to at least give me a specific location, right? "

Pausing for a moment, Lin Xuanji winked and asked, "Senior, do you have some ruins of a secret

realm here with traces of the Great Dao? Can you let me study it? Hehe!"

The mountain elder replied, "The Dao is within the ants."

"Ah?

Lin Xuanji froze for a moment.

As long as one came into contact with the level of 'Dao', one's strength would be able to reach

through the heavens and the earth, overturning rivers and seas. So, how could he be amongst

ants?

Looking outside, the mountain elder swept his gaze across the fields, forests and streams. "The

Dao is within the fields, forests and mountains."

Lin Xuanji scratched his head, confused. "Mountain elder, why would the Great Dao be within

something as lowly as this?"

"The Dao is within the bricks."

The mountain elder did not reply and continued.

Lin Xuanji could not help but roll his eyes and mutter, "Good lad, you're getting lowlier."

The mountain elder burst into laughter. "The Dao is drowning in sh * t!"

Lin Xuanji was speechless when he heard that. Turning around, he pulled Su Zimo and wanted to

leave, muttering, "This old man is acting dumb and refuses to impart the real thing."

Why did the 3,000 Great Daos end up in sh * t?

Lin Xuanji tugged at Su Zimo but did not manage to budge him.

At that moment, Su Zimo frowned slightly and was deep in thought.

"You …"

Lin Xuanji was about to speak when Die Yue pushed him away gently with her sleeves fluttering.

She shook her head at him, indicating for him not to disturb Su Zimo.

What was going on?

Lin Xuanji was confused.

This old man was just trying to fool people. Could it be that he could really comprehend something

from it?

For Su Zimo, the mountain elder's words had indeed allowed him to see a world that he had never

seen before.

The 3,000 Great Daos were everywhere.

Even the most humble and insignificant things contained the truths of the Great Dao.

The fields contained the Great Dao of Earth. Seeds were sown to nurture life and also contained

the Great Dao of Life.

The withering of vegetation also contained the Great Dao of Life and Death.

The four seasons changed, day and night alternated, wind, frost, rain and snow were all Great

Daos!

It was only at that moment that Su Zimo finally understood. When he first saw fishermen,

woodcutters and ploughmen fishing, chopping wood and farming, every single action they made

was compatible with the Great Dao.

They had long since mastered the Great Dao to the peak and brought it to the point of perfection!

It was even more so for the Great Dao of Chaos.

Chaos gave birth to all living beings and all living beings returned to chaos.

Traces of the Great Dao of Chaos could be found in all living beings.

Su Zimo had once wanted to search for some items of Chaos to comprehend the Great Dao of

Chaos. However, that was rather far-fetched.

Everything that he could see, sense and hear actually contained the Great Dao of Chaos!

At that moment, Su Zimo felt as though everything around him was vanishing.

As time passed by, the village was no longer a village, the trees were no longer trees and the river

was no longer a river …

Everything was fading away, and in the end, everything turned into chaos.

And he was standing in the midst of that chaos!

Boom!

A loud bang sounded from within his body as though something had shattered.

The next moment, the chaos world vanished.

The world was the Dao and the Dao was the world.

The chaos world fused with the Great Dao of Chaos and turned into everything that he could

control.

The chaos world vanished but it was everywhere!

Su Zimo finally broke through.

At lesser mastery of the Dao Manipulation realm, he had become a Dao Lord!

The power of his Essence Spirit increased exponentially as well and reached the level of a

Supreme!

Right now, even without the power of Wu Dao's true body, he could suppress experts like Supreme

Lin Meng!

Su Zimo opened his eyes and was enveloped by night.

The rocking chair in front of him was empty and the mountain elder was nowhere to be seen.

Lin Xuanji was gone as well.

Only Die Yue stood not far away, guarding him.

"They …"

Initially, Su Zimo wanted to thank the mountain elder. However, he soon realized something and

asked, "How long has it been?"

Die Yue smiled. "About a month."

"Ah!"

Su Zimo was stunned for a moment before shaking his head with a bitter smile.

In his senses, everything earlier seemed to have happened in the span of a few breaths.

However, he did not expect that the entire breakthrough process would last for a month as time

passed.

During this period of time, Die Yue had been guarding by his side.
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